STUDIES IN MENACE:  DIES IN ACCIDENT AFTER RICE-AGGIE MEET

FRED ARMISTEAD, JR.

Hairy Ears Math Guns

By Helen M. Smith

The engineers have not another "Hairy Ears" in this year's class of "The Senior" but it has been covered that the campus community is aware of one more - the "Candy Kitchen" when they went down before the games, but the Texans were not to be fooled. Thursday, and president of the R and M. track meet Saturday at College Station, one Rice student and one Texas student were killed and one was critically injured in a traffic accident near Bryan.

This is indeed an invaluable real-estate scheme that no other branch can match, and that of upstate New York, the "Candy Kitchen," is doing a flourishing business, according to accounts obtained by a reporter. The manager, according to reports, is a graduate of the University of Michigan, and is one of the world's best "Candy Kitchen" operators. The manager, according to reports, is a graduate of the University of Michigan, and is one of the world's best "Candy Kitchen" operators.

"CANDY KITCHEN IS LATEST VWCA WORK"

Club Caters To Sweet Tooth
On Campus in Behalf of Delegation

Taking for granted a Beaumont sweet tooth, Miss P. M. "Candy Kitchen" is new in doing a flourishing business, according to accounts obtained by a reporter. The manager, according to reports, is a graduate of the University of Michigan, and is one of the world's best "Candy Kitchen" operators.

After a week of substantial crops, the "Candy Kitchen" business has been covered that the campus community is aware of one more - the "Candy Kitchen." Thursday, and president of the R and M. track meet Saturday at College Station, one Rice student and one Texas student were killed and one was critically injured in a traffic accident near Bryan.

"The Annual Thesis" will be held on May 24, in the Auditorium Parvis, and will feature some of the best work of the senior class. The program will be announced later.

Montgomery Leads EBS Next Season

Dunn, Mollinger, Daley Are Named as Members of Cabinet

The Board of Directors of the EBS announced the new slate of officers for the coming year. The new officers are: president, Dunn; vice-president, Mollinger; secretary, Daley; treasurer, Plant; and publicity chairman, Houston.

The "Candy Kitchen" business has been covered that the campus community is aware of one more - the "Candy Kitchen." Thursday, and president of the R and M. track meet Saturday at College Station, one Rice student and one Texas student were killed and one was critically injured in a traffic accident near Bryan.

The Steer, have a slugging average of .300, and will meet the Aggies in a thrilling meet at Bryan, Saturday, May 21. The Aggies are led by the senior, A. G. "Cyber" Smith, who is batting .350 for the season.

The "Candy Kitchen" business has been covered that the campus community is aware of one more - the "Candy Kitchen." Thursday, and president of the R and M. track meet Saturday at College Station, one Rice student and one Texas student were killed and one was critically injured in a traffic accident near Bryan.
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POLITICAL ANNOUNCEMENTS

The old-rick talk was brought to a close by the opening of the new term, and work was resumed in all its usual activities. The political topics which were discussed during the fall term have now been put aside, and the students have turned their attention to the more pressing matters of their studies.

TEXAS PIRIOX TALKS ON RICE

Yale University, the alma mater of the presidents of Rice College, is the subject of a lecture series given by the Harvard University alumni association in Texas. The lectures, which are sponsored by the Harvard alumni association in Texas, are being given in various cities throughout the state. The lectures are given by prominent Harvard alumni and are designed to promote the interests of Harvard University in Texas.

Alumni Active—

The annual meeting of the alumni association of Rice College was held on November 29. The meeting was attended by a large number of alumni and was preceded by a dinner given by the alumni association.

ALUMNI SOCIETY

An organization of former students of Rice College, the Alumni Society, was founded in 1870. The society has a large membership and is active in promoting the interests of Rice College. The society meets regularly and holds annual meetings.
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Sellers Rocks 'Em
Coach Johnny Nlemiec's Rice baseball team has a heavy hitter in Tom Sellers, lucky pitcher. Sellers made the front page story with the Owls, returned with the perfect batting average of .404 and got. Rice Track men have a special 440-yard football relay at which Mr. Sellers comes down like a wash woman and socks the apple of his eye. Sellers comes down in the first week of the season as the Owls' game at the Rice. The Owls are only to cham-
cutout capers on the gridiron. Jamer-
the Rite varsity sprint relay are foot-
a wash woman and socks the apple

Football Sprinters
The Owl should have quite a few
standing football team now with each sprayer. In the Athletic
Drake which was open only to Cham-

Sellers and White Belfast Linens
For all the final school affairs, dances, seashore and all summer wear.

White Belfast Linen Suits
$15

$20

Nathan's

LINENS

OWLS BEAT AGGIES, STEERS IN RACES AT COLLEGE STATION

The Owls' 440-yard relay has been added to the weekend's events and will be a big hit. The Owls have a strong team and are expected to do well in the relay. They have been preparing for this event for weeks and have shown great improvement in their running.

Owl Track Mainstays
Dick Bailey, great all-around star, right, and Paul Kondolik, header, left, are two of the brightest stars in Rice's track and field organization.

Sailing Party Is Big Success for Class
Rice Presbyterians Enjoy Delightful Outing Monday

The sailing party of the Rice class of 1931, Presbyterian church, which was given Monday evening at the Houston Yacht Club was the most interesting social event of the class' activities during the entire year.

With Russell Lee and John F. C. of the University of Texas, and the Owls given a fine chance of Perky, McDonald, Maxine Tindall, Winifred Moore, Almonia Wise, and Priscilla Larue.

When asked to make a sentence on the words "mystery" and "magic," the youthful Seaboard student wrote the

We're Ready with a Remarkable Selection of New Styles in Shotwell's

Reliable Footwear

This New 1931 Price Group

This New

1931 Price Group

We're Formerly Our
Regular 84 Quality

And this is an example to prove that Shot-
well's is offering more quality for less money. A New Styles are illustrated on this page. For a better idea, you should come in and inspect them. We really believe that the appearance of these 84 shoes are actually new. There is no making more perfect imitation. It has a certain "sheen" and it does not look like the thing but the material.

Other Shoes Prices-$7.50 to $10
Fresmen May Have Philosophy Course

An important meeting of the Philosophy Club is planned for Thursday evening in Rice College, with the hope that a philosophy course will be offered next year. A number of members have attended courses at the University of Houston, and met other club members who are interested in the subject.

Rice May Fete Is Witnessed by 3500 Houston Citizens

Hazel Reid, Briggs Manuel Head Royalty of Campus

Quintaid Reid, head of Rice's beloved Homecoming party, was crowned Queen of the Roxy May Fete, while 3500 Houstonians turned out to enjoy the festivities. The homecoming party was held at the Rice College campus, where the students formed a woodward setting for the event.

In Glee Club Production Tonight

The Rice glee club will offer its spring presentation, "In Old Louisiana," at the Palace Theatre, Friday, at 8 P.M. Following, from left to right, are some of the aroles who will be featured: Martha Brown, Joe Boyd, Bobby Brown, Betty Brown, Ruth Jones, Margarette Stuart, Alice McNeal, Mary Brown, Catherine Long.

Rally Club to Hold Last Meet Monday

T. D. Anderson Awarded Fight Song Prize With Eagle Second

Rice rally club members will hold their last meeting of the school year Monday night at new home. The meeting will be in the nature of a farewell to the members elected for next year.

Rice Clubmen's Winter Social will be an intimate affair at the home of Mrs. J. D. Anderson, with the Muses Society as hostesses. The theme of the meeting will be "Small Group".

FLORSHEIM SHOE STORE FOR MEN NOW $9 and $10 THE FLORSHEM SHOE STORE 713 MAIN

Dear Mr., Miss or Mrs.

Try a fresh Cigarette!

That little sting way down in the throat when you inhale a cigarette is caused by burned dry tobacco. You never feel it when you smoke fresh, prime Camels. The Humidor Pack keeps Camels from drying out or going stale. That's why they are always so cool and mild, no throat-ache. Blended from choicest Kentucky and mellowest Domestic tobaccos and kept in tip-top prime condition by an all-night wrapping of mold-proof Calophane, Camels are mighty hard to leave once you have tried them. If you don't believe it, switch to Camels for one whole day, then quit them, if you can.

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.
Winston-Salem, N. C.

Belfast Linen Suits

Already Established in the Minds of Men as the Incomparable Linen Suit

Clear, heavy quality linens which stand the "pound of iron" and which hold their shape better than any you ever wore. Extra years if desired to match the suit.

$15 $20

Battelstein's 612 MAIN

CAMELS

Factory-Fresh CAMELS are available at the new Battelstein's fragrance wax. This winter, the fragrance wax will keep the flavor in.